
           Cloud Phone Jumpstart

Microsoft Teams Chat and Conferencing is “easy”, but 
detailed PSTN cloud phone service for Teams is much more 
complicated to implement, especially if it’s a cutover from an 
on-premises based UC service. When making the move to a 
new Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS) platform  
it can often be helpful to get a little ‘jumpstart.’

Our Jumpstart service provides you with a small, focused  
Teams Phone implementation for up to 3 locations and 300 
users. It’s quick, cost-effective (with a simple-fixed cost 

formula), and provides you with operational experience and 
best practices before you expand Teams Phone to the rest of 
the organization. The Jumpstart service even includes a trial 
subscription to our PowerSuite™ software to help you identify 
and isolate Zoom “intrusions” into your environment.

Our Unify Square cloud consulting experts have assisted 
customers with over 100K Teams Phone transformations 
and can offer you the technical experience to establish and 
optimize your Teams platform across your organization. 

Unleash the Power of Teams Phone in Just 30 Days

Teams Phone Jumpstart Service

Return to the Office Readiness Service:   
Audit, Planning & Strategy for the long-term 
Hybrid Office configuration

Collaboration Security & Governance 
RightTrack™:  Security Advice & Risk Audit

Various Bespoke Services:  Platform 
Comparison & Analysis, Business Case 
(TCO/ROI) Analysis, Adoption & Change 
Management, Custom Reporting

Teams Security & Governance Design 
Service:  Creation & Architecture of Teams 
security policies

Discover Other Unify Square Signature Consulting Services



           Consulting Services

About Unify Square

Jumpstart Add-On Options

• SBC Deployment – Up to 3 SBCs (with Direct Routing)

• Additional User Wave(s) – Up to 50 per wave

• Existing Number Porting (Calling Plan, Operator Connect,  
or Direct Routing) 

• Hosted Direct Routing

• CCT Service

 30-day Proof-of-Concept (POC)

 Calling Plan or Operator Connect deployment models

 Basic technical environment discovery

 Pilot design & set-up

 End-to-End Project Management

 Day 2 User Support from the PowerSuite Cloud 
Managed Services Team

 Up to 3 customer sites/locations

 Enablement of up to 3 pilot user waves…

 …With up to 100 users per wave

 New number assignment for user waves 

 Teams Phone feature review to IT decision makers 
and power users

 High Level Transformation Roadmap for Teams 
Phone deployment & user adoption 

 Trial enablement of PowerSuite™ software

Jumpstart Service includes:

Teams Phone 
Jumpstart (pilot)

Cloud Communications 
Transformation – CCT 
(migration)

UC RightTrack™

(planning)

Microsoft Teams UC 
Transformation Methodology
Unify Square Consulting offers a proven customer 
success framework. Our methodology provides a set 
of repeatable transformation services to help move 
your business from planning, to pilot, to full migration 
stage. Our set of signature services help you avoid 
the ‘pilot chasm’ and push through to full enterprise 
UC transformation.

Shift Quickly from Jumpstart to Full Migration

Unify Square is a wholly owned subsidiary of Unisys’ Digital Workplace Services business unit. Unify Square software and services 
optimize and enhance the world’s largest collaboration and communication platform deployments, helping businesses manage and 
secure their hybrid work for meetings, chats, and calls. PowerSuite™ software creates a unified experience management dashboard 
to surface actionable insights and administer collaboration platforms — transforming performance health, security, and user 
effectiveness. Unify Square’s solutions have delivered value to more than six million collaboration seats, in over 275 enterprises 
across more than 50 countries, and in most major industry verticals.

Headquartered in Bellevue, Washington, Unify Square also has offices in the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Switzerland, India, Australia and Lithuania. We invite you to learn more. 

Contact sales@unifysquare.com or visit unifysquare.com.


